Berlin, April 5, 2017: THE SPIRIT aka Marc Spirit Hairapetian meets wonderful actress ESTHER SCHWEINS on set during the shooting of the new documentary series ‘Guardians of Heritage’ (working title) by German TV channel HISTORY at Deutsches Historisches Museum (German Historical Museum). She talks here with Syrian refugees which became Museum tour guides! THE SPIRIT asked her what she would like to play in the future and she told him that she wants to be "Lawrence of Arabia" because she admires Peter O’Toole (1932 - 2013) so much. Read soon the interview - check out film, theatre, music, literature and audio drama magazine SPIRIT - EIN LÄCHELN IM STURM (SPIRIT - A SMILE IN THE STORM) www.spirit-ein-laecheln-im-sturm.de / www.spirit-fanzine.de (photos by Sebastian Reuter/Getty Images for HISTORY Germany)!